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Being pursued by Roman assassins and becoming separated for three years, Ethiopian
Princess, the Mari of Magdala and her child, Sara secretly and perilously journey from Judea
to Egypt, over the sea and through Gaul, finally to Glastonbury to build the first Christian
Church.

JEAN GALLIANO



SYNOPSIS
Amora survives the Roman Conquest and ends up in Judea, were she takes up with

the followers of the Rabboni -- who is soon assassinated. The Mari of Magdala flees,

and Amora travels with her to a Temple Complex in Egypt. Mari gives birth to Sara. 

 

All is well for five years until Rome catches up with them. There is a siege and a

massacre at the Temple Complex. Amora escapes with Sara into the labyrinth below.

They flee by boat. Their tiny boat ends up free-floating off the coast of Gaul, where

they are rescued by local fishermen. 

 
In Gaul, Sara performs a mass healing and becomes a legend. Amora is reunited with

her mother. After three years, the ships of Joseph of Arimathea appear on the

horizon. Mari is on one of the ships and reunites with Sara. Together, they all sail off

for the Isle of Glass to build the first Christian Church.
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GENRE

Historical Fiction/Drama/Mysticism

Circa & Location

Time of Christ - during the Roman Conquests.  
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Desposyni offers a revisionist version

of the Magdalene and a mystic Christ

as not seen on film before - Mary’s

untold story, drawn from Gnostic

Legend, Visionary Art, Ancient

Scripture and Personal

Revelation.  Desposyni is a radical

divergence from the familiar

portrayals of Mary Magdalene.

WHY DESPOSYNI?
Highlights 

1

2

3

4

Recognized as a Winner of Numerous Awards,

Certificates and Nominations

Exotic  Characters,  Ideas and Locations, Wide

Diversity,  All Age accessible

Sourced Production Company (Jonathan Zsofi, Producer): 

Zsofi Pictures is based in the South Pacific and regularly

shoots in the Middle East and Europe

Controversial, Intriguing Subject Matter for Discussions,

Blogs, Websites, Conferences, etc
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The DesposyniProtagonist

CHARACTERS
Antagonist

a twelve year old peasant girl who

survives the decimation of her Grecian

village by Rome.  She becomes a Disciple

of the Mari of Magdala, a Priestess of the

Temple of the Sun, and the ultimate

caretaker of Sara when they escape the

siege on their sanctuary in Egypt.

is Ethiopian, of Royal Blood,

descendent from King Solomon and

the Queen of Sheba and the exiled

Tribe of Judah.  She is a Princess,

Priestess, Praise Singer, Writer and

Apothecary.  

represented by the Captain of the

Centurions who is a loyal and

dedicated Soldier of the Conquest. He

ruthlessly pursues the Followers and

Family of Rabboni, killing anyone in

his way.

Amora Mari of Magdala Sara 

aka Sara the Black, inherits the

healing abilities of her Divine

Father. She affects a mass healing

and historically is still venerated to

this day in Portugal, Spain and

Southern France as, St. Sarah la Kali.

Mari’s ChildRome
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CHARACTER AESTHETICS
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MOOD 
& STYLE
Set in large-scale and sacred

spaces with visionary imagery and

Coptic icons
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Desposyni will inspire those hungry for a more meaningful and

transcendent depiction of Christ’s hidden teachings, his inner circle,

Bloodline and Legacy. For those already searching for a more

profound interpretation, Desposyni is a gem of arcane and esoteric

knowledge. As The Da Vinci Code did for many of those with

conservative Biblical views, Desposyni will ignite tension and

stimulate controversy, which in turn will inspire the exchange of

ideas – inadvertently creating publicity. For those with no previous

interest in the subject, Desposyni will be an alluring, stimulating and

enlightening story.

Social Media and Internet
Marketing by the Company,
its Sponsors and Supporters

MARKETING

DISTRIBUTION

COMMERCIAL
VIABILITY

Festival
Theatrical
Streaming

Video
Pay Per Cable  Service 
Cable Television
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REVIEW 

Desposyni is a very intriguing and

imaginative script with a compelling

premise. It tells an untold story of

Christianity, viewing a very familiar story

from a completely new and fresh perspective.

The script doesn’t lift exactly from the Bible,

but rather combines Bible stories with

Gnostic Gospels and other Ancient

Traditions to create something new and

original.

THE CHICAGO SCREENPLAY AWARDS 
The script has a diverse cast and does a good

job of making each character feel distinct and

individual. Amora is a good protagonist for the

script, a blank slate that acts as an audience

stand-in to learn from Rabboni and the Mari.

However, her own tragic background makes

her even more of a compelling character. Mari

is a mysterious but welcoming and loving

character, and her daughter being Rabboni’s

child is a very interesting element...

 

…The Romans pursuing and persecuting

Christians far and wide raises the stakes of

the story. I enjoyed Desposyni and could

definitely see it coming to life on screen.
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ACCOLADES 

- ATLANTA INTERNATIONAL
 SCREENPLAY AWARDS

"This concept strikes that balance

between the fresh and familiar. It

echoes of biblically themed films but

(instead of the overdone stories of

Jesus, Paul, Peter, etc.) this script is

tells the unsung story of the women

who followed Christ."

"The script is very well written and

each page has a natural flow to it

making for a very smooth read. Your

use of alternative names instead of

historical names is very clever and

effective, and I enjoyed figuring out

each character and their place in

History."

- CINÉCINÉ JUDGING PANEL -
TIMOTHY.

- G. FOREST HAPPEL

The poetic ability of the author makes

the words sing out beautifully and

majestically.  Real world and life

experiences with children, family, and

relationships further animate the story

and the realistic feel of the

narrative.   Desposynihas genuine

potential and merit as a film for our

times!
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Producer - $80,000

Director - $70, 000

Writer - $70,000

Location Permits - $100,000

 Actors Compensation - $350, 000 

Equipment (quality equipment) - $100,000

Wardrobe & Props - $150,000

Production Meals - $40,000

Travel - $2,000

Insurance &  Administrative - $3,000

Crew compensation - $235,000

Post Production - $130,000

Marketing - $680,000  

*Under-represented and unknown actors would be less

concerned with the revisionist content of the narrative and will

provide new faces and new talent at a lower budget

PRELIMINARY

BUDGET
MIN MAX $ 2 Million$1 Million 

Producer - $50,000

Director - $40,000

Writer - $40,000

Location Permits  - $100,000

Actors Compensation - $200,000

Equipment - $100,000

Wardrobe & Props - $100,000

Production Meals - $30,000

Insurance -$2,500

Crew compensation - $215,000

Post Production Costs - $120,000

BASED ON 8 WEEK

PRODUCTION IN NEW

ZEALAND
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is a Poet, a Mystic and an award winning Screenwriter, taking first

place The Jewish Film Festival Melech ha Melachim, Genre

Celebration Festival and Chhatrapati Shivaji International Film

Festival among other Wins, Nominations and Official Selections for

her screenplays; Desposyni and N.D.E.  Jean shares her insights

through poetry, visual imagery, public forums and storytelling.  Her

books are entitled; Angel’s Eye and…is…what a Poet said.  Jean has

completed several feature length screenplays and has

an IMDb Credit for Script Editor for The Lost Girl.  She is the

Facilitator of The Mystery School Lecture Series and the Poetry for

your mindforum in Philadelphia.

MEET THE WRITER
JEAN GALLIANO



THANK YOU
Please Contact at...

Gallianoj@msn.com (267) 596-0995

Frank C. Vito, Manager

Jean Galliano, Writer

Frank.Vito0@gmail.com (570) 436-5854


